
Research Lexicon Instrucons
Step 1 A warm up (We suggest 5-10 minutes)
Place the blue cornered cards in a pile blank side facing up 
on the table.
 
Turn over a card and each person answers the following 
o quesons, over o rapid rounds in turn: 

    “what does this word mean to you?”    “what does this word mean to you?”
    “why does this word mean that to you?”

When you have nished turn over another card and connue
unl me is up.

Now that you have had a chance to warm up...

Step 3 Individual reecon (We suggest 15 minutes)
You might nd it helpful to take a moment to reect on the 
acvi working through the research terms. 
What did you nd surprising? 
Had you realised your assumpons before this discussion? 
What do you need to be mindful of when working together? 
Where did you nd the most similari and difference in Where did you nd the most similari and difference in 
denions and assumpons?

Lorem Ipsum

Step 2 Talking about research 
(We suggest 40-60 minutes)

This me use the cards with the yellow corners.

Turn over all the cards and lay them out on the table face up. 
One person chooses one term that is important to them to begin with 
and each person answers the following three quesons in turn:

   What does this word mean to me?   What does this word mean to me?
   Why does this word mean that to me?
   What does my denion suggest about the 
   assumpons of my discipline/ pracce?

Work through as many cards as you wish - we nd that 
most teams tend to spend c. 15-20 minutes on a term 
that generates more discussion.
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Are you curious to try this process with some other words? 
Maybe some themac / topic terms om your research?
eg ‘sustainabili’, ‘ageing’ etc

(We suggest 20 - 30 minutes)

Data  inv anything clected in r research f 
interrogati thrgh analytical methogies. 

We decided to nd the most sic interpretati  data that 
cred ery methogy used in the team.
We see lue in what each ings.

Find more research toolkits at www.bristol.ac.uk/brigstowResearch Lexicon © 2022 by Brigstow Institute, University of Bristol is licensed under Attribution-NonCommercial 4.0 International
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